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Nel quadro dell’attuazione dei programmi volti a pre-
miare programmi di laurea congiunti le Università Co-
lombiane, Messicane e Francesi offrono una evoluzione 
nel tipo di formazione. Tuttavia, se i rapporti interisti-
tuzionali orientano lo sviluppo professionale della forma-
zione del dottorato è, da un lato, a causa dell’interdi-
pendenza dei problemi individuali e istituzionali delle 
parti interessate, e d’altro a causa della ricerca di armo-
nizzazione delle pratiche di valutazione delle tesi di dot-
torato, al di là del confronto tra i vari modelli scientifici e 
culturali. Questo confronto sembra radicarsi in una sto-
ria che ha visto l’evoluzione esogena dei modelli culturali 
e scientifici. Il sistema di istruzione superiore francese è 
stato sottoposto a evoluzioni di governance a partire dalla 
legge del 2006 secondo la quale tutti gli studenti di dot-
torato devono integrare un team di ricerca, mentre 
l’abitudine era che bastava soltanto registrarsi con un 
professore universitario. Questa nuova politica dell’in-
segnamento del dottorato ha permesso di ridurre il bilan-
cio di scala grazie ad un minor numero di studenti. Così, 
la professionalizzazione come processo di istituzionaliz-
zare rinnovate professionalità, richiede ai direttori delle 
scuole di dottorato e ai supervisori di tesi una trasforma-
zione dell’essenza della loro missione, che cambia da 
ricercare fama a riconoscimento di legittime competenze. 
Inoltre, l’internazionalizzazione dell’istruzione superiore 
e della ricerca deve colmare una reale mancanza di for-
mazione del dottorato dei centri di ricerca in America 
Centrale e Latina. Tra gli oltre 400 studenti che hanno 
frequentato i seminari di formazione in corsi di laurea 
congiunta di Master, solo 150 si sono laureati nei due 
titoli di laurea universitari. Tuttavia, possiamo dire che 
il Master o il doppio curriculum di dottorato di laurea è 
un’esperienza di arricchimento per gli studenti delle Uni-
versità Latino Americane firmatarie. Infine, questi risul-
tati evidenziano un confronto di logiche di valutazione. 
Queste possono essere annoverate come un metodo di 
costruzione della conoscenza scientifica associato pratiche 
di ricerca differenti o complementari, secondo uno scopo 
professionale associato ad un approccio di base di ricerca 
applicata e di orientamento della ricerca. Quindi i conte-
sti sociali e problemi sembrano legati allo status e allo 
sviluppo dell’azione del dottorando, del relatore di tesi e 

An evolution in the type of training Columbian, Mexi-
can and French universities have to offer within the 
framework of the implementation of programs aiming at 
awarding joint degrees – programs. However, if inter-
institutional relations orient the development of doctoral 
training professionalisation, it is, on one hand, because of 
the interdependence of the individual and institutional 
issues of the concerned parties, and, on another hand, 
because of a research on the harmonisation of doctoral 
thesis assessment practice, in spite of the confrontation 
between various scientific and cultural models. This con-
frontation seems to root in a history which saw the exog-
enous evolutions scientific and cultural models. The 
French higher education system has been submitted to 
governance evolutions since the 2006 laws and all doc-
toral students must integrate a research team, whereas 
just registering with a university professor used to be nec-
essary. This new doctoral teaching policy has made it 
possible to reduce the scale budget thanks to a smaller 
number of students. So, professionalization as a process 
to institutionalize renewed professionalities questions 
doctoral school directors and thesis supervisors on the 
transformation of the essence of their mission, which 
changes from fame seeking to the recognition of legiti-
mized skills. Furthermore, the internationalization of 
higher education and research has to develop a real lack 
of doctoral training and research centers in Central and 
Latin America. Among more than 400 students who 
attended training seminars in Master’s joint degree pro-
grams, just 150 were awarded the two university degrees. 
However, we can say that the Master’s Degree or doctor-
al double graduation curriculum is an enriching experi-
ence for the students of the Latin American signatory 
Universities. Finally, these results highlight a confronta-
tion of assessment logics. They can be accounted for by a 
method of scientific knowledge building associated with 
different or complementary research practices, in accord-
ance with a professional purpose associated to an ap-
proach to basic, applied and development-directed re-
search. Thus, the social contexts and issues seem linked 
to the status and development of the doctoral student’s 
action, of the thesis supervisor and of the Doctoral School 
(ED) director. Various logics condition a rupture as 
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del Direttore Scuola di Dottorato (ED). Diverse logiche 
condizionano una rottura per quanto riguarda la profes-
sionalizzazione della formazione dottorale, in quanto si 
basano su condizioni di reclutamento presentati al campo 
accademico. Infatti, da un lato, i supervisori di tesi ap-
partengono ai comitati di selezione e, dall’altro, i direttori 
delle scuole di dottorato chiedono un tutoraggio dei super-
visori di tesi. Questo tutoraggio mette in luce alcuni limi-
ti: uno spettro più ampio di competenze dei supervisori di 
tesi, il loro status di impiego. Pertanto, la questione viene 
sollevata, nel contesto del rapporto trilaterale tra studente 
di dottorato, relatore di tesi e direttore della scuola di 
dottorato, in funzione di un schema di consegne per cia-
scuna delle parti. Alla fine, poiché la professionalizza-
zione richiede una preparazione anteriore di transizione 
tra università e mondo del lavoro, la missione della istru-
zione superiore francese è quello di dimostrare le sue virtù 
e, quindi, di superare le proprie contraddizioni, in parti-
colare per quanto riguarda l’innovazione scientifica e 
didattica, le dotazioni tecnologiche e le complementarità 
tra «comprensibilità» della ricerca e «ottimizzazione» 
della ricerca. D’altro canto, poiché i paesi Latino-
Americani mancano di Dottori, la loro preoccupazione 
per quanto riguarda la professionalizzazione è essen-
zialmente focalizzata sull’integrazione nella ricerca di 
alto livello, con la volontà di mantenere i professori di 
ricerca e ricercatori attivi. 

regards the professionalization of doctoral training, in so 
far as they are based on recruiting conditions submitted to 
the academic field. Indeed, on the one hand, thesis super-
visors belong to the selecting committees and, on the other 
hand, doctoral school directors ask for a tutoring of thesis 
supervisors. This tutoring highlights several limits: a 
wider scope of the supervisors’ expected skills, their em-
ployee status. Therefore, the question is raised as regards 
the tripartite relationship between doctoral student, thesis 
supervisor and doctoral school director, within the frame-
work of a chart of theses cosigned by each party. At the 
end, as professionalization calls for a prior preparation to 
a transition between university and the work- ing world, 
French higher education’s mission is to demonstrate its 
virtues and thus to overcome its own contradictions, more 
particularly as regards scientific and educational innova-
tion, technological transfers and the complementarities 
between « intelligibility » research and « optimisation » 
research. On another hand, since Latin American coun-
tries are wanting in Doctors, their concern as regards 
professionalization is essentially focussed on integration 
into high level research, with a will to keep active research 
professors and researchers.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The internationalisation and harmonisation of the European Higher Educa-
tion Area, initiated by the Bologna Process, have made universities, states, public 
authorities and recruiters aware of the economical and scientific values of the 
young high-standard postgraduate students (Aghion and Cohen, 2004). In 
France, nevertheless, these graduates and the corporate world58 remain mutually 
unfamiliar. We are referring here to a particularity - a paradox, even - ie., the fact 
that, although a doctorate is the highest of university degrees, it offers less op-
portunities into the labour market than certain Master’s Degrees (Calmand and 

                                                 
58 La Lettre de l’Etudiant n° 990 – Monday, June 7th 2010. 
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Giret, 2009). Is it then possible to account for the fact that registering for a doc-
torate suffers the competition of vocational training, despite the great number of 
retirements in public research, which, though they offer many opportunities, 
won’t create new jobs, which is not the case in Latin America ?  

Indeed, thanks to an evolution in the type of training Columbian, Mexican 
and French universities have to offer within the framework of the implementa-
tion of programs aiming at awarding joint degrees – these programs being initiat-
ed by a common will to develop an exchange of knowledge, in order to encour-
age individual knowledge enrichment and to tend towards « scientific excellen-
cy » - Latin-American students are being offered the opportunity to register to a 
jointly supervised doctoral thesis.  

These higher-education programmes are being achieved thanks to bilateral 
frame agreements between at least two institutions, who can then award one – or 
more – degree (s) that will be recognized by the two countries signatories to the 
agreements. Thus, for the past twenty years, such agreements have been con-
tracted between the Université Paris Est Créteil (UPEC) and Latin Amecican 
universities such as the Del Norte Barranquilla University (Colombia) and the 
Autonoma de Yucatan de Mérida University (Mexico), both members of the 
REDFORD network59. Co-operation is established in accordance with organiz-
ing and functioning principles that depend on the conception that the teaching 
and scientific teams of the institutions have of training, of their qualification de-
mands, of their organization, of their capacities and interests as to research, of 
their structures, of their human resources, as well as of the informal relations 
that are likely to appear according to circumstances and to individual as well as 
collective histories. There would therefore be a conjunction, as it were, of exog-
enous and endogenous evolutions that would influence the strategic orientations 
both of individuals and of institutions as to the conditions of knowledge produc-
tion within the framework of joint degree awarding, without at the same time 
questioning the conformity to the prevailing standards of each interested institu-
tion. Thus underlying preconcept-ions, as well as the prerequisites of each insti-
tution, could crystallize nuances that appear mainly while monitor-ing doctoral 
students, and more particularly, when assessing written productions in the field 
of research.  

Therefore, to what extent can the assessment – be it partial or final – of the 
students’ work be influenced – even affected – by systemic effects of opposition 
and complementarity inherent to institutional models and systems that are root-
ed in varied cultural, social, economical and political contexts ? Might not the 

                                                 
59 The « Education, Training and Development Network » (« Réseau Education, Formation et 

Développement ») comprises some twenty European, Caribbean and Latin American universities, 
along with « The Regional Agency for the Improvement of Working Conditions in Martinique » 
(« L’Agence Régionale d’Amélioration des Conditions de Travail en Martinique ») (cf. Redford-
international.org).  
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difference of approach come from the diversity in the profiles of the professors 
and researchers of the universities and countries involved, combining both or-
ganisational and cultural factors? In that context, we make the hypothesis that, if 
inter-institutional relations orient the development of doctoral training profes-
sionalisation, it is, on one hand, because of the interdependence of the individual 
and institutional issues of the concerned parties, and, on another hand, because 
of a research on the harmonisation of doctoral thesis assessment practice, in 
spite of the confrontation between various scientific and cultural models that this 
hypothesis presupposes as to knowledge building.  

So we gave a questionnaire to thirty-two Latin-American students who had 
been awarded their Master’s joint degree and had expressed their wish to go on 
to a doctorate. Parallel to this, within a focus group, we interviewed thirteen 
newly registered joint-thesis doctoral students, along with their four thesis super-
visors. Through semi-directive interviews, we wanted to confront these various 
points of view with those of three French doctoring professors within the 
framework of the professionalization of doctoral studies and with those of three 
Doctoral School directors in different scientific fields (literature and social sci-
ences, technology and natural and physical sciences), and finally, with those of 
four thesis supervisors, in order to consider the relevance of a possibly innov- 
ating institutionalization of measures aiming at professionalizing doctoral studies.  

EXOGENOUS EVOLUTIONS, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL MODELS  

During the colonial expansion period, and more specifically, during the sec-
ond half of the 20th century, the modernization of societies has spread the Eu-
ropean university models (Neave, 2001). The French « Napoleon- ian » model 
has consecrated a system asserting the « nation state », by resting on an admin-
istration that was meant to guarantee the notions of meritocracy and elitism. This 
system was reproduced in Spain, Italy, Argentina and French-speaking African 
countries. The more elitist British higher education system has aimed at a more 
complete development of the individual. On another hand, the German « Hum-
boldtian » model was founded on the notion that independence towards public 
authorities was a prerequisite to the quality of research and higher education. As 
for the American system, a major worldwide magnet and model, it was historical-
ly marked by the former system. Therefore, how can one account for the fact 
that, whatever the reference model, all higher education institutions are submit-
ted to the same diktats?  

The attraction, as much as the domination, of these models was reinforced by 
unilateral higher education mass migrations from Third World, developping and 
emerging countries towards Western countries. The performance of higher edu-
cation institutions is all the more sought after as assessment systems make it pos-
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sible to characterize worldwide visible landmarks60. Thus the criteria of higher 
education competition are established on the bases of very much formatted 
knowledge and institutions (Shipman, 2006). Worldwide competition forces 
higher education and research intitutions to strengthen a governance turned to-
wards excellency, not only in training programmes, but also in scientific produc-
tion, so as to associate academic and research policy and economical and social 
development, at the highest level (Pelletier, 2009).  

However, economical utilitarianism cannot in itself explain the standardiza-
tion of the scientific and strategic orientation of higher education and research 
institutions – an unequally distributed orientation (Olson, 1999), which carries 
social, political and economical evolutions, as much as it is provided for by this 
utilitarianism. Wanting to account for excesses in the « merchandizing of world-
wide education » (Montlibert, 2004) necessarily implies dealing with the links be-
tween an « increasing schooling demand » and academic offers, which tend to 
standardize the functioning of higher education institutions, whether they are 
public, private or international. At the same time, the costs of research produc-
tion and scientific innovation are increasing, in proportion with the risks of 
stalling for certain countries, when confronted with the American leadership 
(Aghion and Cohen, 2004).  

In this context, what meaning value can we give to partnership development 
and joint degree supervision? The point is to dynamize human resources, so as to 
create internal and external synergies whose target is to raise training and qualifi-
cation standards, through an inter-cultural joining of forces between production 
and education spheres, between theoreticians and practicians, and between the 
entrepreneurs of various sectors. So, the implementation of joint thesis pro-
grammes is revealing of a strategy carrying a potentially comparative advantage 
for worldwide competitiveness: higher education institutions thus reinforce their 
image and attractiveness within the framework of graduate teaching and research 
abroad (Harfi, Mathieu, 2006). On another hand, this tendency increases with the 
globalisation of higher education, all the more so as the latter reinforces this ten-
dency. What’s more, the internationalization of training and teaching areas pro-
vides opportunities of academic innovating practice, particularly within the 
framework of double graduation and joint thesis supervision. From that angle, 
implementing inter-cultural training aims 1) at enhancing the status of certain 
types of vocational training, 2) at reducing inequalities in symbolic and academic 
hierarchies and the frontier between academic knowledge and knowledge ac-
quired through life experience, and 3) at challenging « collective intelligence », 
when knowledge sharing is concerned. Or else – and such has been the case for 

                                                 
60 Among these landmarks, there are the Nobel Prize, the Fields Medal, the Shanghaï ranking, 

the number and quality of publications, the monitoring and success rates of students at exams, 
training certification and accredit- ation… 
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at least a century now -, « societies and governments won’t escape successive 
school revolutions, while they remain incapable of significantly improving the 
real efficiency of their training systems » (Ruano-Borbalan, 2005).  

If knowledge is a consubstantial element to politics and social structuring – 
dependent on common practices and the institutional patterns that it takes -, one 
cannot ignore the need to assess the situations of knowledge production and cir-
culation in higher education institutions, with the purpose of strengthening the 
legitimacy of knowledge production at a time of « cognitive capitalism ».  

ENDOGENOUS FACTORS AND INSTITUTION POLICY 

Latin American universities, apart from Brazil, were created two centuries be-
fore those of North America. The majority of them remained state institutions 
during Spanish colonial domination. Private universities and other post-high 
school institutions are more recent creations which appeared, for most of them, 
during the last two decades of the 20th century. But, in the context of a reduced 
social and economical development, the higher education world has not been 
spared : it is far from being an oasis of modernity as to its ability to accomplish 
what could be, and should be, one of its missions, ie, seeking and offering ade-
quate answers, likely to direct public choices. Considering the necessary links be-
tween primary and secondary school achievements, continued in higher educa-
tion, the deficiencies noticed in the first stages appear at university and get inte-
grated into the higher education circuit, while they increase the lacks it carries 
endogenously. Therefore, dealing with higher education matters should not be a 
specific but an integrated issue. The question is, what actors determine institu-
tional orient- ation ? The first answer points to the part played by the State, 
whose mission is to give a general impulse, on a normative level, to start with. It 
should, for instance, define precise criteria in order to regulate nomenclature. In-
deed, various designations can be found : Universities, University Centres, High-
er Education Institutes… Beyond such diversity, other problems appear inside 
the general organisation, which should lead us to reflect on issues linked to :  

- the prerequisites for opening a university,  
- the functioning conditions,  
- the recognized ability to deliver degrees that are approved by the Ministry of 

National Education (here, it is necessary to plan a long term system that would 
break state monopoly),  

- the relationship between one – or more – state-managed public university 
(universities) and private universities,  

- the notion of autonomy (financial sources, programmes, management) of 
public and private universities in relat- ionship with political authorities.  

Concerning this last point, we here broach the delicate issue of the balance to 
find between, on the one hand, the autonomy areas of universities which have a 
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minimum of freedom as to governance mechanisms and freedom of thought and 
of knowledge transmission, and, on the other hand, the responsibility of the 
State, which is supposed to guarantee the quality and efficiency of teaching at all 
levels, in public as well as private sectors. Jacques Gaillard (1999), who is well-
known for his works on the development of science in southern countries, as-
serts that, because of their openness and transparency in the decision-making 
process, democracies have created a favorable context for the development of 
science. The transformation orientation of the French higher education system 
is an incentive to share an entrepreneurial conception of research aiming at the 
improvement of scientific production, with the purpose of placing the scientific 
community into worldwide competition.  

TRANSFORMATIONS IN FRENCH HIGHER EDUCATION 

The French higher education system, like the whole educational system, has 
been submitted to governance evolutions since the 2006 laws, instituting « Re-
search and Teaching Centres » (« Pôles de Recherche et d’Ensei- genement » : 
PRES) and the 2007 laws, concerning « The Responsibilizing of Universities » 
(« La Responsabili- sation des Universités » : LRU). These measures have led to 
institutional exchanges on the basis of partnership development and a sharing of 
resources, in the case of the PRES. Today, mutual managing dispositionss are a 
tendency that seems to assert itself in various European countries, more particu-
larly in the development of the joint supervision of theses : while these disposi-
tions are transversal, they can also be specific to doctoral schools and disciplinary 
fields. The Paris Est University, initially co-founded in 2007 by two universities 
and two engineering schools, is among the first French multidisciplinary PRES 
(with a health and social department). It was granted the authority to organize 
the doctoral training of the co-founding institutions. It registered over 1300 doc-
toral students in 2010-2011.  

From now on, in France, all doctoral students must integrate a research team, 
whereas just registering with a university professor used to be necessary. Thus, in 
the past few years, things have changed from a dual relationship (doctoral stu-
dent / professor) to a collective relationship (student / professor / research 
team members). The team must be labeled as the integrating team. This recogni-
tion by the Ministry of Higher Educ- ation and Research, and, eventually, by a 
major research organism, asserts the team’s ability to integrate a doctoral student 
and to train that student for research through research. Indeed, there are various 
types of teams: mixed teams and integrating teams, labeled by the Ministry after 
an accreditation and a proposition by the « Evaluation Agency for Research and 
Higher Education » (« l’Agence d’Evaluation pour la Recherche et 
l’Enseignement Supérieur » : AERES). All these teams get assessed and classified 
every 4 or 5 years and are given a ranking either in A+, A, B or C. This ranking is 
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based on criteria of quality and the number of publications (in national and in-
ternational reviews), on public or private research contracts and on the ratio be-
tween the number of registered doctoral students and the number of defended 
theses. The budget allotted to the teams depends on their rank. Moreover, the 
research teams now play a major part in defining the profiles of research profes-
sors, within the framework of the employment policy of each higher education 
institution. This classification logic is in perfect accordance with the international 
« Shanghaï ranking », by thus stating world competitiveness as the rule.  

For this reason, the research integrating teams are encouraged to be more and 
more competitive and attractive on a world scale. Consequently, behind words 
legitimizing research teams through the quality of their « publish- ers », extended 
to the quality of their « producers », practices multiplying internationally-ranked 
publications could very well be hiding, with the risk even of annihilating all form 
of innovating research. Is it a new way of considering scientific careers, a new 
way of inserting them into an « establishment », at the expense of all individual 
initiative ? What impact will it cause on the direction given to scientific careers, 
on the choice of research targets, on the direction given to a research and scien-
tific development policy? What actual moves could a doctoral student then be 
allowed?  

PARADOXES INSIDE THE TEACHING AND RESEARCH CENTRES (PRES):  
DOCTORAL SCHOOLS  

In France now the PRES are a gathering and value-giving area for scientific 
research where directions and policies concerning doctoral training and research 
training can more or less meet. Hence, the mutualisation of means with « higher 
education institutes with competitive examination » (« grandes écoles ») : « They 
have much more money than we have, and thanks to them, grants have been 
doubled. This is a considerable progress. This pyramidal structure enables the 
university to have an arbitrator with a council. This confronts us with issues we 
did not know of, precisely those of professionalization and language learning. 
Moreover, with all those doctoral students, we had not been aware of certain 
needs specific to their profiles » (P Ch). These students are now granted funds 
allotted to doctoral schools, which did not use to be the case. Within the frame-
work of the Paris Est PRES, for excellency’s sake, the number of doctoral 
schools has been reduced by 50%, ie. six doctoral schools, since the latest four-
year contract linking the institutions to the PRES. Consequently, each doctoral 
school registers practically the same number of students. This new doctoral 
teaching policy has made it possible to reduce the scale budget thanks to a small-
er number of students. It has also given impulse to a necessary reflexion on sci-
entific policy. Indeed, the students registered in one of the doctoral schools are 
necessarily attached to a research team, under the responsibility of a professor 
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who has the authority to supervise research. A link is thus enforced between 
each institution and the Paris Est University, since scientific policy was not dele-
gated to the PRES. So, professionalization as a process to institutionalize re-
newed professionalities questions doctoral school directors and thesis supervi-
sors on the transformation of the essence of their mission, which changes from 
fame seeking to the recognition of legitimized skills.  

Linking scientific research policy and doctoral training aims at making not 
only research teams but also doctoral schools (ED) more attractive on a world 
scale, especially schools that make a difference on their site according to their 
scientific research potentials and/or to their economical and social environment 
(the launching of a doctoral school with a nerve centre of competitiveness ; a 
yearly territorial commisssion…). The PRES intends to cover the field of all its 
competences, in order, more specifically, to create cultural meetings for doctors 
who wish to integrate the private sector, while it is keeping up a pool of future 
researchers. However, how does the diversity of professionalizing processes 
manifest itself in Paris Est University? Is it not only according to the diversity of 
how the professionality of individuals is developed? But also according to the 
research activities the doctoral students broach in doctoral training situations? 
How about the joint supervision of theses? Can the nature of partnership rela-
tionships between higher education institutions determine a specific relationship 
between two doctoral thesis co-supervisors?  

PARTNERSHIP DEVELOPMENT AND JOINT THESIS SUPERVISION 

What interest do Latin and Central American universities, as well as Europe-
an universities, have in promoting a type of cooperation based on double gradua-
tion? What is at stake in double graduation is indeed to encourage the necessary 
conditions for the development of a higher education and vocational training 
system, and ultimately, to contribute to the stabilization of democratic political 
regimes. In that sense, the social responsibility of higher education should not be 
just empty words. Its actions and behavior must obsessionally be pervaded by a 
constant quest for ethics and a remarkable performance both in the internal effi-
ciency of its system and its external efficiency. On can never be too insistant on 
the fact that university is both tradition and revolution. As an organ of tradition, 
it is one of the priviledged institutions, if not the priviledged institution, that will 
enable the nation to maintain its identity; hence, the distrustful interest shown by 
the state, who is in charge of the nation’s destiny. But, as an organ of revolution, 
therefore of change, it must be the nation’s look-out post, its pioneering research 
force. It is the state’s interest itself to encourage the emergence of conditions 
guaranteeing the University’s independence against its political environment.  

Furthermore, the internationalization of higher education and research can 
make it possible, so it seems, for smaller and/or less developed educational sys-
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tems, to improve their efficiency by, for instance, taking into consideration terri-
torial governances, on the one hand; and to raise the general standard of the 
teaching staff in higher educational training, vocational training and professional-
ization, for individuals as well as for institut- ions, on the other hand. In double 
graduation, the move that is priviledged is that of research through research. In-
deed, there is a real lack of doctoral training and research centres in Central and 
Latin America, apart from Brazil (one-third of the total number). There are not 
many professors with a doctorate in Latin America : less than 4% in Mexico and 
in Colombia. So the target is 20% by 2019. What’s more, less than 26% students 
have passed the first year of a Master’s Degree (OCDE, 2006), although France 
is the third welcoming country for Colombian students, after the United States 
and Spain. In 2009, over 2300 Colombian students registered in French higher 
education institutions, ie. 38% more than in 2004. Colombia is the second Latin 
American country, after Brazil, to send the greatest number of students to 
France. In addition to this, on the one hand, an academic cooperation was for-
malized between the two countries by signing the convention for degree recogni-
tion and larger programmes for double degrees (23 in 2008, 71 in 2010) ; on the 
other hand, a strong impulse was given to French language teaching in the Co-
lombia « Alliance Française » (a national network of over 27000 students ; the 
Bogota « Alliance Française » with 12477 students ranks first in the world net-
work of Alliances) ; finally, the ministerial project of re-introducing the French 
language in secondary schools (400 teachers are being trained in 11 cities). Dou-
ble degree programmes have gone from 23 in 2008 to 71 convent- ions in Sep-
tember 2010, between the higher education institutions of the two countries. The 
French Embassy and COLCIENCAS, a Colombian institute for the promotion 
of science and research, have implemented a common system, «COLFU-
TURO », whose purpose is to encourage an alternation of Colombian professors 
and students in a French university, with a view to preparing a Doctor’s Degree. 
Similar measures are being implemented by other Latin American countries, 
Chile for instance.  

THE EFFECTS OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EXOGENOUS  
AND ENDOGENOUS FACTORS 

Among more than 400 students who attended training seminars in Master’s 
joint degree programs, 150 were awarded the two university degrees. They could 
then register for a jointly supervised thesis, either in their own country (a country 
encouraging the development of a critical pool of young researchers), or in an-
other country – this, by the way, being likely to cause brain drain so much de-
nounced by civil society. Others, however, chose to register in a more traditional 
structure, especially when their country did not have a doctoral school. They 
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went for single thesis monitoring, thanks to the credits61 that allow them to do 
so. It seems then relevant to ponder over the representations of these students 
on the conditions of scientific production, in order to determine the reasons for 
their choice of professional and scientific training careers.  

DIVERSE REPRESENTATIONS ON STUDENTS’ CONDITIONS OF PRODUCTION 

The Latin American students who have registered for a double graduation 
curriculum say they are satisfied ; however, Mexican students feel a gap between 
the requirements of the institutions implementing double grad- uation. Whether 
there is an adequacy or not, all the answers point to the necessity to clarify the 
requirements, even the pre-requisites, of the cosignatory institutions : « Creo hace 
falta acordar entre las instituciones el que tipo de trabajo que es requerido en cada plan de estu-
dios y el que se espera cuando un alumno quiera optar por la doble titulacion… » (Mexican 
student)… « Las observaciones fueron justas y acertadas. Todas las preguntas realizadas 
correspondian a cuestiones que requerian clarificar. » (Colombian student)… « En su 
mayoria si, sin embargo se escuchado de comentarios de otros companeros que defenderion su 
tesis ante el sinodo francés, que les piden aspectos relacionados con la sociologia, aunque no nece-
sariamente sea relevante… entiendo la razon por la cual el sinodo francés nos pide eso, ya que 
ellos pertencen al area de sociales ; sin embargo, en la universidad no nos exigen nada por el 
estilo, lo que merma nuestra calificacion ante el sinodo francés. » (Mexican student).  

Among the differences in understanding the demands as regards scientific 
written production, if, for two Colombian students, there are principally differ-
ences of form : « Hay diferencias principalmente de forma »… « existen algunas diferencias 
entre lo que se espera de las tesis de grado en mi universidad y lo espera que se  

espera en Francia, pero no son sustanciales », for the Mexican students, the differ-
ences in the requirements reveal those in the notion of scientific production : 
« Existen expectativas muy diferentes entre lo que esperan los profesores de Paris Este Créteil y 
los asesores mexicanos. Por ejemplo, los métodos cualitativos son un elemento valido y deseable 
aqui en México, sin embargo me parecio que no eran métodos del todo aceptados en Francia ».  

One student even suggests that the teachers of the two cosignatory universi-
ties (UPEC and UADY) compare their expectations and agree on a certain num-
ber of common ones : « Es necesario que ambas partes se sienten y acuerden cual debe ser 
el minimo que debe tener una tesis que cumpla las expectativas de ambas universidades ». This 
implies that the noted discrepancies result from a lack of communication be-
tween the respective teaching and scientific teams. As an example of these dis-
crepancies, a Mexican student mentions a lack of communication of the rules es-
tablished by the institutions’ teaching teams and underlines the differences in na-
ture of their expectations as regards research : « La calificacion proveniente de la de-
fensa sea por el desem- volvimiento del mismo de acuerdo a sus competencias en lugar de presen-

                                                 
61 Passing a Master’s Degree-level diploma provides 300 transferable European credits. 
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tarse en desventaja al defender un trabajo de investigacion que no es el esperado ». On a more 
formal register, a Colombian student states that the thesis presented in Colombia 
allows a much better knowledge of research than the abstract presented in 
French : « El de Uninorte es de mayor extension y permite mejor argumentacion que el de 
Francia. Sin embargo, creo que son plenamente justificables inclusive teniendo en cuenta los co-
stos que acarrearia un documento de mayor extension, si se sigue manteniendo la exigencia de 
traduccion al francés ». 

A Mexican student points to a major difference as regards the nature of the 
reference methodology between the French and Mexican teams. According to 
him, the qualitative methods do not have the same importance in France as in 
Mexico : «Los metodos cualitativos no tienen la misma importancia en Paris que en Mexico. 
El enfoque también es distinto, mientras que en México se valora mucho la metodologia, me dio 
la impresion de que en Paris se valoraba mucho mas los resultados y no se esperan soluciones a 
problemas sino contribuciones a la ciencia, cosa que en México es al revés ». For another 
student, the production expectancies of the UADY are not so high as those of 
the UPEC. He explains this discrepancy by the finality behind scientific research, 
which seems to him more professional in Mexico and more academic in France.  

One Colombian student suggests that a methodology guide should be handed 
out to the students as well as the teachers monitoring Master’s Degree memoirs 
and doctoral theses. Another student expects greater availability on the part of 
French teachers in their methodology monitoring of distance research work.  

Special attention should be given to the notion of research in Latin America, 
in order to estimate to what extent the reference models – both conceptual and 
methodological – are similar or differ. It appears that teaching researchers and 
students registered in Master’s Degree training or double graduation come to the 
same conclusion, ie. that the model is quantitative both in Mexico and Colombia. 
This point of view echoes that of the students who were questioned on the same 
matter : « It is principally a quantitative process based on a socio-cognitive analysis » (A Co-
lombian teaching researcher)… « The way research is seen in Latin America is essential-
ly quantitative, as is the case in a lot of countries… due to the weight of scientific standards… 
here again, the weight of world institutions and politics. Qualitative research is given less value 
because of the tradition of academic recognition dating back to the 1950s, but also due to the 
OECD criteria and govern- ments’ expectancies » (A Spanish teaching researcher).  

Yet there is a distinction between the Colombian students’ and the Mexican 
students’ answers. For the former, assessments are of the same nature. The latter 
note a difference in the requirements between the Mexican and the French 
teams : according to the Mexican students, the level of requirements is higher for 
the French teams, particularly as regards defending scientific productions : « cen-
trando la pregunta al examen de grado, si bien se trata de los mismos contenidos, el nivel de 
exigencia es distinto. En Mexico el examen profesional no tiene el nivel de discusion que presen-
ta el Francés. En mi caso me costo trabajo comprender que algunas de la preguntas eran con el 
fin de iniciar una discusion donde mi trabajo era refutar la tesis de mi evaluador ». However, 
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not all Mexican students share this opinion. So, let’s qualify it : « Estoy seguro que 
existen los vinculos de los niveles sociales/profesionales con los niveles cientificos en Investi-
gacion. Todo es holistico y aunque quiza no se tome muchas veces en cuenta en algunas tesis 
(especialmente en las que son profesionalizan tés), no quiere dice que dejen de ser importantes, 
quiza el autor nada mas escribe lo mas relevante en el contexto determinado para la realizacion 
de las tesis ». This echoes a Colombian student’s remark ; for him, applied research 
work can just as well create knowledge : « Los trabajos siempre son encaminados en la 
Universidad del Norte a llenar un vacio de conocimiento, resolver un problema especifico o com-
prender mejor una situacion que afecta a la sociedad de manera real. Por lo tanto encuentro vin-
culos muy fuertes entre la produccion de conocimiento en la maestria a nivel cientifico y los en-
tornos social y profesional ». Another explanation for these assessment discrepancies 
between the teaching teams seems based on a different contextualization of the 
issues under study : « Los trabajos posiblemente se enfocan a la problematica local y no re-
flejan la realidad de ambos continentes, al no haber participacion directa de asesores extranjeros 
que pudieran guiar desde sus puntos de vista el desarrollo del trabajo. Creo firmemente en lo 
enriquecedor que serian los trabajos abordando temas desde un punto de vista mucho mas glo-
bal » (A Mexican student).  

The fact that in Latin America students preferably choose applied research is 
confirmed by a Colombian teaching researcher : according to him, their objects 
of research generally have a social usefulness : « For instance, research is centered on 
issues concerning vulnerable populations : displaced victims of violence, the work of children, 
sexually abused children… » (A Colombian teaching researcher). However, there 
seems to be an evolution in the very nature of the research topics : they tend to 
turn towards the explanation of social phenomena : « While there used to be a real 
interest in research on children and their position in the family… now, research in social studies 
evolves into environmental models and interdisciplinary analyses » (A Colomb- ian teaching 
researcher). The gap seems to be confirmed between the ways Colombian stu-
dents and Mexican students see the supervision of research work. Some Colom-
bian students see no differences between the Colombian and the French teams : 
« Creo que el encuadre surge casi totalmente de los docentes de la Universidad del Norte. No vi 
en el desarrollo de mi proyecto mayores planteamientos de Paris Est ». Others mention a 
difference in the approach of mehodology itself, because of a reference to the 
North American model, which seems to differ from the French team’s expectan-
cies : « Se pueden armonizar las metodologias y procesos de produccion… En mi caso, mi di-
rector de tesis venia de una formacion totalmente norteamericana y no estaba familiarizado con 
lo que esperaba la universidad en Francia. Se deberia formar a los directores de investigacion y 
asesores de tesis en cuantoa lo que el convenio interuniversitario requiere de los estudiantes un 
avez lleguen a Francia a defender su trabajo ». Whereas Mexican students say they note 
a divergence of a methodological nature, they do not account for it for the same 
reasons : « Siento que existe una divergencia en cuanto al contenido del trabajo y la metodolo-
gia apropriada. En mi caso al terminar mi trabajo de investigacion a posteriori tuve que modi-
ficar el trabajo y replantearn desde la tesis hasta los resultados para que se adaptaran a los 
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plante- amientos en Francia, creo que esto un error, debiera ser paralelo al trabajo mexicano 
para que solo se pre- sente un trabajo que cumpla con ambos criterios ». To sum up, while 
the students who were questioned say that there is a distinction between what 
the French professors and the Latin American professors expect, the most sig-
nificant distinction – apart from one Colombian student underlining the heritage 
from North American methodological training – is the distinction noted by the 
Mexican students. For them, it comes from the fact that their Master’s Degree 
memoir director or doctoral thesis supervisor focusses on the subject-matter un-
der study rather than on method itself.  

According to the students, the main difference between the reference models 
for knowledge building appears less as a matter of knowledge itself than in a 
philosophical approach : « Creo que el conocimiento es general, tal vez el modelo filosofico 
sea la diferencia, sin embargo este tipo de programa dirigido a gestores se enfoca mas bien a las 
problematicas mas palpables » (A Mexican student). It seems then that the distinction 
comes from the finalities behind the programme implementation. These are di-
rected towards more concrete issues in Mexico than in France. While sharing this 
opinion, a Colombian student thinks it is quite enriching : «Me parece que existen 
grandes diferencias y tal vez sea en este sentido donde el estudiante puede sacar mayor povecho 
de la alianza ». For others, these differences result from each professor’s training, 
career and various influences… : « Cada profesor tiene sus proprios antecedentes, for-
macion, influencias, etc… dependidendo del lugar, pais, esquema, del cual obtuvo su formacion. 
Pero esto debe ser visto como una ventaja, algo que enriquece el proceso de formacion del estu-
diantes, al recibir visiones y formas de conceptualizar, diferentes » (A Colombian student). 
All in all, the students see this variety as complementary. Whatever the difficul-
ties they meet, more specifically with the language or/and the methods, the stu-
dents consider their double graduation curriculum as most enriching : « Creo que 
este tipo de convenios son muy im- portantes para el crecimiento de las naciones y sugiero 
acuerden puntos claves para ver en breve su poten- cialidad. Fue muy grao para mi haber parti-
cipado en este programa » (A Mexican student). They see it as an opportunity to in-
crease the knowledge standards of the countries involved : « En lo personal disfrute 
mucho las clases delos profesores extranjeros, creo que aportaron una muy rica vision de su tra-
bajo y la ciencia, sin em- bargo me parece que habria que sensibilizar a los estudiantes a este 
tipo de ensenanza que en America Latina ya no se estila… » (A Colombian student). In 
order to improve double graduation organization, it therefore seems absolutely 
necessary to try and harmonize the assessment items : « Hay diferencias en tiempos de 
espera, mas no percibi diferencias en la valoracion de los trabajos. Tanto los odcentes de Un-
inorte como los de Paris Este comparten casi completamente los items de evaluacion, lo cual 
puede ser observado en los momentos de sustentacion de los trabajos » (A Colombian stu-
dent).  

As a conclusion, we can say that the Master’s Degree or doctoral double 
graduation curriculum is an enriching experience for the students of the Latin 
American signatory Universities. All of them note the positive confrontation of 
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various points of view and ideas, even though they evoke the difficulties linked 
to the product- ion of scientific written work. They insist on the absolute neces-
sity to clarify the finalities expected from the French, Colombian and Mexican 
teaching teams, in order to move on to more transparency and understanding of 
the goals to reach, whether these goals are professional or research pursuing. Fi-
nally, beyond the remarks concerning form itself, what seems essential is the 
confrontation with quantitative and qualitative method- ological models, as long 
as models aiming either at professionalization or at research. The general focus is 
thus rather on the finalities of a double graduation training than on the differen-
ciation of conceptual reference models.  

CONFRONTATION BETWEEN ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES  
IN PARTNER UNIVERSITIES  

Our investigation through questionnaires to European and Latin American 
professors and researchers regarding the Mexicans’ and Colombians’ scientific 
profile reveals that their Master’s Degree supervisors have had a higher-
education career either in France, in Spain or in Chile. Doctoral thesis supervi-
sors, on the whole, have also been trained in those countries. Yet, some of them 
studied research in the United States. Research team directors were trained prin-
cipally in Spain and in the United States. Even if there are not many jointly su-
pervised these yet, agreements exist : «The evolution in this joint supervision is still very 
slow in Colombia » (A Colombian teaching researcher), especially in reference with 
comparisons in the rythm of the OECD countries (cf. «Indicator Network for 
Science and Technology in Latin American and Caribbean countries » : « Réseau 
d’Indicateurs Science et Technologie de l’Amérique Latine et les Caraïbes » – 
RICYT). A Spanish research teacher says that his « university has developed numerous 
agreements and inter-university cooperation programmes with universities in Chile and in the 
North of Mexico…This corresponds to a political choice ». Although the number of doc-
tors is still quite low in most Latin American universities, the desire to raise this 
number is clearly asserted : « The only way to increase the number of doctors in Latin 
America is to develop research programmes… To do so, economical and human means are ab-
solutely necessary » (A Spanish teaching researcher). We are led to think that in-
creasing the number of Masters and doctors contributes to democratizing higher 
education and constituting a critical pool of researchers: « A number of favorable 
measures aiming at increasing the number of doctors have been implemented in several Mexican 
universities » (A Spanish teaching researcher). Therefore, cooperation agreements 
between European and Latin American higher education institutions appear as a 
means to give an impulse to scientific production in Latin American countries, 
who are still wanting in researchers. To the same end, implementing double 
graduation Master’s Degrees appears to be a strong vector of development for 
degree-awarding higher education training in the field of research and of access 
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to doctoral studies. Generally speaking and in all the various fields of knowledge 
since the middle of the last decade of the 20th century, Latin American countries 
in general and more particularly Mexico, Brazil, Argentina – and on a second 
wave, Chile, Costa Rica, Colombia and Venezuela – have made considerable ef-
forts to increase their investments as regards Science, Technology and Innova-
tion, by raising their capacities in Research and Development (R&D)62.  

In order to better understand the differences coming from the various out-
looks on knowledge building, we have tried to identify the principles behind it. 
Indeed, these principles generally underly diverging social representations, for 
which – despite a large consensus – we have noticed differences originating in 
the conception, even the epistemics, of research in educational and social scienc-
es. From that angle, we can point to the significant aspects with a consensus and 
those with differences. A discrepancy appears, confirmed by a Colombian teach-
ing researcher, between what is written and what is voiced : « We were told that 
speech is used to describe, but even in description, there is a lot of imagination. It is unthinkable 
on a scientific level, for that is our problem : the French system of thought is most modern, the 
weight of evidence, even if everybody is modern… For us, it is not that obvious » (A Colom-
bian teaching researcher). Therefore, when French teaching researchers address 
Latin American students on scientific research, they speak about research itself. 
Even if the Latin American students feel that they master the technical angle, the 
core of the matter – ie., of thought – remains the whole question : « It takes time 
to move lines… One cannot be a researcher in a religious world. Bluntly speaking, it is neces-
sary to drop that outlook on the world to go into resesearch. In research you must be atuned to 
the world, if you want to be efficient » (A Colombian teaching researcher). Concerning 
the confrontation of models, a new track of thought is opening up, that which is 
inherent to certain ways of thinking, even to the danger of « cultural domina-
tion » and « out-of-touch ideological contamination » (Nizet and Pichaut, 2007). 
Indeed, the teaching researcher who was interviewed, very much like Marc Augé 
(2007), underlines the incompatibility between a scientific approach based on ra-
tional thought and traditionally religious thought, in a confrontation between a 
rational world and a magical and religious world. He points out the influence of 
fantasy on Latin American students. All this could account for the fact that ap-
plied, even utilitarian, research has a preference in Latin America. Consequently, 
there appears a confusion between scientific methodology tools and a rationality-
based scientific thought. 

First, Latin American students find it difficult to use reasoning involving re-
flection in itself, on the one hand, as regards their choice of an object of research 
(for most of them, the epistemic rupture has not been totally achieved) ; subse-
quently, on the other hand, their diagnosis is merely based on very conventional, 

                                                 
62 The Colombian National System for Science, Technology and Innovation (SNCTI) aims at 

registering 5,000 new doctors within the next five years. 
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even common-place, aspects. The risk is gauged in terms of the loss of regional 
specificities : indeed, the relationship to the object of research as a subject-matter 
is different, since the social conditions in Latin America are fundamentally dis-
tinct from those in France, even if the themes under study evoke possible com-
parisons. Secondly, theory, being the next step, calls for greater clarity of the is-
sue, and determines the scientific importance and the epistemic relevance of re-
search. The dialectical point of view arising from this second step points to a de-
scriptive practice, illustrating a theoretical deficiency, which, being made worse 
by difficulties at having access to information, consists in not confronting no-
tions, concepts, paradigms and ways of thinking coming from authors with an 
authority in a given field. Thirdly, the methodological step, where scientific 
method makes it possible to establish the terms of the demonstration : the stu-
dents here mostly respond by using statistical tools. Indeed, for them, the 
demonstrations, then the results and their exploitation, are thus more clear- ly 
worded.  

But on an epistemological and methodological level, « producing qualitative 
research differs from producing quantitative research, in that sense that each of 
them answers to different scientific rationalities, different philosophical schools : 
indeed, some are more concerned by phenomenology, others reflect an analytic 
and empirical model – which produces fundamental changes », according to a 
Colombian professor.  

Could this account for the interest that the students show when focussing on 
material achievement rather than theory? For Latin American teachers as well as 
students, qualitative research usually starts with methodology rather than theory. 
Thus quantitative rationality is deductive, which is a change in thinking schemas ; 
it also makes us ponder as much on the heuristic value of scientific production as 
on the most adequate assessment measures to take.  

Finally, these results highlight a confrontation of assessment logics. They can 
be accounted for by a method of scientific knowledge building associated with 
different or complementary research practices, in accordance with a professional 
purpose associated to an approach to basic, applied and development-directed 
research. They reveal underlying aspects in the comparison of the links between 
theory and practice that give the general direction of the researcher’s position, 
the aim behind research, his relationship to the object under study, the positive 
use and exploitation of theoretical references and the viability of the recomman-
dations after empirical observation.  

However, these doctoral students who have studied double graduation pro-
grammes do not, in their own country, find this same reality of an advanced 
structuration of the higher education system in a regrouping of doctoral schools. 
So, does their registering in double thesis supervision in French universities con-
front them with new requisites as regards scientific production and the profes-
sionalization of their doctoral career ? In the same way, for doctoral students 
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registered in their own country, is the training system there more professional- 
izing than in France, since the professionalization systems, in the Latin American 
higher education and research world, essentially aim at professional integration ?  

THE PROFESSIONALIZATION OF DOCTORAL STUDIES AND THEIR EFFECTS 

The word « professionalization » is generally used to define the transfor-
mation of empirical and practical knowledge into theoretical and academic 
knowledge. This raises the question of the effects and changes caused by the im-
plementation of the professionalization measures of doctoral studies on profes-
sional postures and identities, as regards the institutional and individual actors in 
charge of its development, as much as its benefic- iaries. In other words, couldn’t 
we consider the professionalization of doctoral studies as a process that could, 
on the one hand, improve individual capacities (Dubar, Tripier, 2008) and, on 
the other hand, establish a form of rationalization of the knowledge gathered in 
given sectors, as much by doctoral school directors and thesis supervisors as by 
doctoral students (Bourdoncle, 2000) ? In that sense, the innovations imple-
mented as regards the professionalization of doctoral studies, following the ex-
ample of the « Doctoriales », tend to indicate that the reflection at work in a 
double assessment logic (Vial, 2001) – a logic of checking and opening up of 
abilities – makes it possible to associate a doctoral career to a professionalized 
training career. Yet, is such a career really professionalizing ? Thanks to accredi-
tation, this association seems to cover different aspects of professional- ization, 
such as the production of a better visibility of the professionalization of activities 
or jobs, of its actors and of the various organizations (Wittorsky, 2001). So, it is 
necessary for higher education doctoral schools, as well as for post-graduate 
schools with competitive entrance exams, to introduce innovating modes of pro-
fess-ionalization into their training system, at a doctoral level, in order to open 
up or/and strengthen this opening to the industrial and economical world. The 
issue here is the finalities of doctoral training : between academization and voca-
tional adaptation – at a moment when these distinctions tend to disappear at 
Master’s Degree level in accordance with the January 2009 instructions from the 
Ministry of Higher Education and Research (« Ministère de l’Enseignement Su-
périeur et de la Recherche » : MESR) and the AERES.  

Therefore, could social usefulness and material achievement legitimize the 
new orientations of research ? What’s more, could the doctoral students suffer 
from inter-institutional disfunctioning, their success being generally consequent, 
before anything else, to academic criteria belonging specifically to higher educa-
tion, all the more so as registering to a doctoral curriculum is conditioned by the 
financial means of doctoral training ? It seems that a political consensus is taking 
shape between the offer of a professionalized training (that is what institution 
directors want), a means to renew this offer by the teaching staffs (Maillard and 
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Veneau, 2006) and a tool meant to improve the students’ vocational integration. 
Incidentally, the juridical form of the doctoral contracts makes it possible to give 
doctoral students a salary, thanks to various resources : a research grant from the 
state or the « region », from the institution’s own resources or from research fi-
nanced by public or private funds, plus the formula of « advising » doctoral stu-
dents (put at the corporations’ disposal). There is the specific case of the French 
« Agrégés de l’Ecole Normale Supérieure », who are entitled to teach in second-
ary schools : they can register to a thesis for at least two or three years. However, 
when the thesis has not been completed in due time, the Ministry may refuse to 
grant more time in higher education for the doctoral student. « This state of 
things shows that this training can be very expensive for the state, and that the 
profit is null, today, since this type of doctoral student now teaches in a second-
ary school. All this has a disastrous effect on the promising young students who 
venture into such a dead end and are finally discouraged from going into this 
type of career. That is no way to attract students of quality into higher educa-
tion « (PCh). However, it is a well-known fact that, for years, « Ecole Normale 
Supérieure » students (« normaliens ») have massively entered doctoral schools, 
all the more so as some of them registered for ten years : this caused a cumula-
tive effect in proportion with the great number of them who asked for registra-
tion in order not to teach in a secondary school » (MP). This « dodging » phe-
nomenon, associated to that of a prolonged thesis registration, has, in the past, 
contributed to neglecting the issue of the vocationalization of doctoral schools, 
with the exception of the engineering schools, who, since 1994, have initiated the 
« Doctoriales ».  

Is it necessary to add the the « Doctoriales » were implemented only in 2007 
for Literature, Human Sciences, and Social Sciences ? In order to answer the 
need for support of doctoral school directors, more particularly financial sup-
port, but also to help back up the decisions made, the university has set up regu-
lar meetings. True, these meetings contribute to the sharing of joint thesis forms 
and questions, but they could also  

extend their activities to the organization of « Doctoriales », language semi-
nars and a uniformization of procedures (common grants, the application of the 
chart on theses, the number of supervised theses…). All this could thus develop 
the synergies that would guarantee a better development of research and its ex-
ploitation, by encouraging professionalization as a process of professionality 
building through training for the doctoral students.  

For the doctoral school directors, governance implies a vast international re-
cruiting policy. So, « doctoral schools can manage only if they can recruit on a 
large scale. To do so, they must attract students. In order to be able to make a 
selection, they must invest in attractiveness » (PCh.). One can ponder on the 
shift from the expected result of the doctoral students’ professionalization to the 
means it embodies to apply the recruiting policy proffered by the doctoral school 
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directors. Therefore, couldn’t professionalization just be a new means to attract 
doctoral candidates – within an institutional frame - , which can only be done 
when the students choose doctoral training propositions on professionalization 
criteria ? The PRES doctoral students must attend 90 one-hour periods, 1/3 
concerns professionalization, the tutoring students 60 periods for educational 
training, for all of them, the « Doctoriales ».  

Although professionalization measures are proposed, doctoral schools are 
confronted with the lack of measurement tools, as regards what happens to 
young doctors next, because of the schools’ recent restructuring and their new 
perimeter of responsibility. The question also concerns the future of young doc-
tors who have gone into doctoral training while waiting for a promotional evolu-
tion of their abilities. Professionalization can then constitute a vector of legitimi-
ty for the offers and practices of innovating training, more efficiently articulating 
work and training. The authors investing professionalization see three direc-
tions : first, keeping the answers to the existence of professional measures – pro-
fessional professionalization, secondly, professionalization – training, as a re-
sponse, for instance, to « universitarization », thirdly, a conception focussing on 
efficiency. In other words, two orientations are at work between balance-finding 
and transversalism. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a distinction between 
professionalization as a set of measures that are proposed to the subjects in ques-
tion (institutions and their organization) and professional development (more in 
the line of a dynamic conception of those subjects) focussing on the tutoring of 
individuals, here the doctoral students. This echoes the institutional goal of high-
er education institutions to make the doctoral students involved not only in an-
swering the expectancies linked to their thesis, but also in anticipating a momen-
tum given by active experience and an aim at recognition, in a nutshell, a will to 
act and be committed. Thus, the actors party to the process of professionaliza-
tion contribute to tensions of an identity nature (institution and organization) 
with a view to granting the researcher apprentices skills in accordance with the 
activity they have developed. The issue then is : expected and actual recognition 
– despite the variety of the sources of this recognition (thesis super- visor, doc-
toral school director, head of a laboratory…).  

On the one hand, the classical path : the offer of knowledge through formal 
training, which has, for a long time, structured the logics of doctoral training,  

On the other hand, a combination of work and training and the hypothesis 
drawn from acquired knowledge and its implementing in professional situations, 
exercizing a professional activity and the hypothesis drawn from the experience, 
retrospective and anticipating formalization of an activity and the hypothesis 
drawn from the activity (being able to undertake a reflection on professionaliza-
tion), tutoring and the hypothesis drawn with the tutor’s help ; the transmission 
of professional identity and professionality.  
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Nonetheless, difficulties may appear, namely :  
- a conception that could be too iterative of the relationship between Work 

and Training is likely to disadvantage the implementing of the applicative con-
ception,  

- a purely theoretical approach could cause a form of resistance to an ex-
change with the world of professionals,  

- the institutional dispositions may then ask for a new outlook on the concep-
tion and the implementation of the tools necessary for training, while they give a 
preference to a structuration of training through « disciplinary fields ».  

« The purpose is to integrate at the same time action at work, the analysis of 
professional practice and the experimenting of new ways of working » (Wittorski, 
2009). From this point of view, the increasing demand of the accreditation of 
knowledge acquired by experience in order to earn a Doctor’s Degree is most 
revealing of the new processes aiming at raising the standard of post-graduates, 
who prove their abilities at research, not only in the academic and scientific 
world, but also in the professional world.  

Thus, since the social contexts and issues seem linked to the status and de-
velopment of the doctoral student’s action, of the thesis supervisor and of the 
Doctoral School (ED) director, it is necessary here to analyse their interaction.  

CONNECTIONAL LOGICS AND OUTLINE OF A TYPOLOGY 

Through an awareness of the effects on doctoral training institutions (PRES), 
on their components (ED), on the functions involved (thesis supervisors) and on 
each individual’s commitment (doctoral students…), the specific innovating 
character of professionalization measures creates new professional skills an-
chored into the very field of their application, by « taking hold on the outside 
world ». It is generally defined as a solution to social problems. However, social 
innovation relates to interactions, to inter-organizational relationships, through 
which new institutional norms can emerge. Thus, the achievement of an innovat-
ing process could, at the same time, upset social norms and create a new frame 
of norms (Alter, 2002). So, how does doctoral training contribute to the doctoral 
students’ professionalization, and vice versa ? Some answers seem to come to 
light through the identification of connectional and transactional logics, between 
the various components of the doctoral community. An attempt at typologizing 
doctoral students and thesis supervisors helps to grasp possible correlations be-
tween the two typologies likely to underlie a typology of the objects of research.  

Here is the outline of a typology of the doctoral students and doctors, on the 
basis of 1300 Paris Est doctoral students (a little less than 20 % of them have 
professional integration problems after earning their Doctor’s Degree) :  
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D1 : In the light of their professional project (young doctoral students and 
students already involved in professional life), whatever the project :  

- as a researcher or a teaching researcher 
- as a tutor or researcher in such organisms as observatories, research and de-

velopment departments in consulary organisms, for instance (CCI…)  
- as a corporate researcher or tutor 
- as a consultant, an expert, a professional (liberal professions).  
D2 : In the light of their having no professional project.  
What then are the most relevant and adequate answers to this state of things ? 

A modulary and alternative offer of professionalization apprears necessary, here, 
adapted to each doctoral student and doctor. This implies prior work on the 
conception of the project, on each doctoral student’s orientation, and beyond 
that, on collect- ive training.  

Individual tutoring, for instance, adapted to the student’s professional pro-
ject, such as a teaching research- er’s, with a presence in scientific networks, and 
systematic publishing. For another type of project, the absolute necessity to reg-
ister in professional networks. The finality is then to initiate and socialize the 
doctoral student as a future professional. From this angle, a who’s who directory 
of former doctoral students would constitute a future network of resources.  

As for research directors, we have outlined a typology on the basis of a main 
characteristic, the knowledge and interest the directors show as regards adult 
training :  

1) those for whom the doctoral students’ project concerning their future has 
an interest beyond their scientific project 

2) those for whom subsequent scientific work is secondary 
3) those for whom subsequent scientific work is irrelevant, since they con-

sider their function as isolated, its heuristic value overruling its application value.  
These various positions call for a questioning of the thesis directors’ careers :  
a) a linear and very academic career 
b) a non-typical career : a double culture with corporate experience 
c) a linear career, yet historically influenced by life experiences, as well as in-

tellectually by their doctoral training.  
A likely correlation between the various positions and careers makes it possi-

ble to outline logics to be checked in the light of the doctoral students’ profiles 
(D1 and D2), linking :  

career a) to position 3) : reproducing one’s own doctoral training : academic / 
academic (a conservative logic) 

career b) to positions 2) and 1) : ambivalent logic (alternating conservative 
and progressist phases) 

career c) to position 1) : reproducing one’s own doctoral training : academic / 
pragmatic (a progressist logic).  
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These various logics condition a rupture as regards the professionalization of 
doctoral training – the target of harsh criticism (Renault, 2002 ; Montlibert, 
2003), in so far as they are based on recruiting conditions sub- mitted to the aca-
demic field. Indeed, on the one hand, thesis supervisors belong to the selecting 
committees and, on the other hand, doctoral school directors ask for a tutoring 
of thesis supervisors. This tutoring highlights several limits: a wider scope of the 
supervisors’ expected skills, their employee status. Therefore, the question is 
raised as regards the tripartite relationship between doctoral student, thesis su-
pervisor and doctoral school director, within the framework of a chart of theses 
cosigned by each party. Moreover, some thesis supervisors, in law, more particu-
larly, are led to consider different assessment criteria in the light of the doctoral 
student’s future project. Thus, the time doctoral students have for their thesis 
can vary from 3 or 4 years for a student aiming at a corporate professional pro-
spect, to 6 years, at least, for a student who wishes to teach at university or inte-
grate a major research institution. Consequently, there is the risk of differenciat-
ing « professional » theses from « academic » theses, thus hinting at a differencia-
tion of the standards of the expected requisites. Therefore, limiting the number 
of doctoral students per thesis supervisor – a number already reduced as regards 
joint-thesis supervision – results from the optimal monitoring and support that a 
doctoral student is entitled to expect. Finally, such professionalization is meant 
to goad individuals into more and more working environments within higher ed-
ucation, these being reinforced by the LRU (the Law on the Liberties and Re-
sponsibilities of Universities). Professionalization also highlights a corporate-
inspired form of human resources management.  

CONCLUSION  

As we come to the end of this contribution, we cannot ignore the complexity 
of the exognenous evolutions existing before the logics of scientific knowledge 
assessment and construction, on the one hand, and the endogenous evolutions 
within the partnership framework of double graduation, both at Master’s Degree 
level and joint thesis supervision, on the other hand. We have seen that assess-
ment agreements cause the confront- ation of a great number of reference fac-
tors linked to issues that are out of reach of the individuals concerned.  

Does the difficulty lie in considering individuals as subjects and acting in such 
a way that the individuals consider themselves as subjects? It seems that the dif-
ficulty of « being able to exist » has not found any solution and causes obstacles 
preventing research on « existing », all the more so if this research is explanatory. 
It is an imperative now to assert the possible and necessary existence of a new 
momentum in Latin American scientific research. In order to improve the as-
sessment logics in double graduation, it seems necessary to implement ex- 
changes that would contribute to adjusting assessment modes. Such inter-cultural 
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exchanges would allow a study of cultural landmarks, without any reference 
model appearing as hegemonic, but on the contrary with the notion that differ-
ences are enriching. These considerations should lead to a more thorough ques-
tioning as well as to a raise in the standards of expectancies, for the students as 
well as for the teaching researchers and the institutions they all work in. 
Strengthening this experience sharing means guaranteeing the orientation of sci-
entific research development within a cooperative and partnership framework. 
Being faced with these issues, the students will have to be encouraged to meet 
Latin American researchers less interested in societal changes than in a typically 
Latin American line of thought, turned towards innovating critical research.  

Furthermore, there is the idea of an interaction between an organizational 
approach and an individual approach in order to create a link between the analy-
sis of micro situations and a macro inter-institutional analysis where this inter-
twining of the two levels will allow a better approach to the professionalization 
of doctoral careers. Research team monitors and doctoral school directors seem 
to disagree on the issue of training, and more particularly, on the professionaliza-
tion of doctoral studies. It must here be made clear that the doctoral school di-
rectors who were interviewed are also thesis supervisors, which explains why 
they defend their school’s strategic orientation for development since they are 
well aware of their doctoral students’ abilities and projects. Indeed, whereas doc-
toral school and PRES directors are aware of the necessity to « professionalize » 
their doctoral students, research team monitors consider that their training must 
essentially take place inside research laboratories – even when professionalization 
is at stake. They consequently lose sight of all corporate profess-ional prospect. 
Such a state of things therefore calls for coordination between the concerned 
parties on the basis of a better knowledge of the doctoral students’ needs. It 
should initiate innovating transfers and professional- izing measures that would 
be more adapted to the profiles of each school’s doctoral students. It would then 
be an adequate answer to a necessary regulation between different school cul-
tures, according not only to their disciplinary fields, but also to institutional cul-
tures, by taking into account the profiles and professional projects of the stu-
dents registered in joint thesis supervision.  

Finally, as professionalization calls for a prior preparation to a transition be-
tween university and the work- ing world, French higher education’s mission is 
to demonstrate its virtues and thus to overcome its own contra- dictions, more 
particularly as regards scientific and educational innovation, technological trans-
fers and the complementarities between « intelligibility » research and « optimisa-
tion » research (Barbier, 2001). On another hand, since Latin American countries 
are wanting in Doctors, their concern as regards professionalization is essentially 
focussed on integration into high level research, with a will to keep active re-
search professors and researchers.  
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